spamBlocker provides real-time spam detection for immediate protection from outbreaks. It’s the best solution in the industry at distinguishing legitimate communication from spam in real time, blocking nearly 100% of unwanted emails.

Why add a spamBlocker subscription?
Spam accounts for up to 95% of global email and remains the most common method of spreading viruses. It bogs down network traffic and leads unsuspecting users to malicious web sites designed to steal sensitive personal and company information. Pervasive as it is, you still have the ability to stop spam cold by adding a spamBlocker subscription to your WatchGuard® XTM or Firebox® X security solution.

What spamBlocker Does for Your Network and Your Business

**SPAM, ALONG WITH ITS EMAIL-BORNE VIRUSES, IS BLOCKED IN REAL TIME**

- Rely on spamBlocker’s industry-leading Recurrent Pattern Detection (RPD™) technology to detect spam outbreaks as they emerge for immediate and continuous protection.
- Block spam regardless of the language, format, or content of the message – even image-based spam that other anti-spam products often miss.
- Gain an additional layer of real-time anti-virus protection as RPD technology identifies and blocks emails carrying viral payloads.
- Stop false positives and get important, legitimate emails – spamBlocker’s false-positive rating is near zero.
- Works on both SMTP and POP3.

**MANAGEMENT OPTIONS ALLOW IT ADMINISTRATORS TO TAKE GRANULAR CONTROL OR USE AUTO-PILOT**

- Have spamBlocker up and running in minutes, with an intuitive interface that makes ongoing management simple and straight-forward.
- Block, allow, and tag mail for easy identification and forwarding to a dedicated Exchange folder.
- Use flexible whitelists to allow mail from trusted domains.
- Allow users to review email tagged as “suspected spam” for personalized spam protection, or choose to restrict access privileges to IT administrators for tight control of the spam quarantine.

**SPAM BLOCKING IS COST-EFFECTIVE AND FULLY INTEGRATED**

- Eliminate the need to purchase and manage an additional anti-spam solution by including a fully integrated spamBlocker subscription in your WatchGuard security solution.
- One spamBlocker subscription provides network-wide protection for all users configured behind your WatchGuard security appliance.
- Purchase spamBlocker bundled with our suite of powerful security services for even greater savings

---

**Earth-friendly technology**

**spamBlocker “... was the best investment we ever made. We were amazed at the amount of spam it was capturing.”**

Jim Estrella
Network Administrator
Heritage Christian School

Simple configuration tool allows IT administrators to choose how they want to handle confirmed and suspected spam, as well as bulk mailings.
**Fully Integrated Security for Comprehensive Protection**

**Managing Security Subscriptions Is Easy**

All security functionality on your WatchGuard XTM or Firebox solution, including spamBlocker, can be managed from a single intuitive console for maximum efficiency and ease of use.

- Any security activity identified by a service is logged and stored for easy reporting so you can take immediate preventive or corrective action.
- All management tools, including rich reporting and monitoring, are included with your WatchGuard appliance purchase. There is no additional hardware or software to buy.

**Other WatchGuard Security Subscriptions**

WatchGuard offers a full suite of security services to boost protection in critical attack areas. Along with spamBlocker, subscriptions include:

- **Application Control**
- **Reputation Enabled Defense** is a powerful cloud-based URL reputation lookup that protects web users from malicious web pages, while dramatically improving web processing throughput.
- **WebBlocker** URL and content filtering, with HTTP and HTTPS inspection, allows you to control access to sites that host objectionable material or pose network security risks.
- **Gateway AntiVirus** provides real-time protection against known viruses, trojans, worms, spyware, and rogueware.
- **Intrusion Prevention Service** provides protection from attacks that comply with protocol standards but carry malicious content.

*Reputation Enabled Defense and Application Control subscriptions are available for XTM appliances only.
**Technical support hours/days for XTM 2 Series and Firebox X Edge are 12/5.

**Buy the Bundle and Get the Works**

Get everything you need for complete threat management in one convenient package with a Security Bundle from WatchGuard. Each Bundle includes:

- Choice of WatchGuard XTM or Firebox X appliance
- Application Control
- Reputation Enabled Defense
- WebBlocker
- spamBlocker
- Gateway AntiVirus
- Intrusion Prevention Service
- LiveSecurity Service for 24/7 technical support, hardware warranty, software updates, and threat alerts

Get a complete solution at an excellent price, with no additional fees, contracts, or hardware to purchase.

**Got the Box? Get the Software Suite**

If you already have a WatchGuard XTM or Firebox X appliance, turn it into a complete threat management solution with the Security Software Suite. The Suite includes all the security subscriptions listed above. *(Suite does not include appliance.)*

One-year, two-year, and three-year subscription packages are available for the Security Bundle and the Software Suite.

**FREE 30-day trials**

Get free 30-day trials of Reputation Enabled Defense, Application Control, Gateway AntiVirus, Intrusion Prevention Service, spamBlocker, and WebBlocker today. Contact your reseller for details.